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Abstract

In the past few decades, mathematical models based on
dynamical systems theory have provided new insight into
diverse biological systems. In this review, we ask whether the
recent success of machine learning techniques for large-scale
biological data analysis provides a complementary or
competing approach to more traditional modeling approaches.
Recent applications of machine learning to the problem of
learning biological dynamics in diverse systems range from
neuroscience to animal behavior. We compare the underlying
mechanisms and limitations of traditional dynamical models
with those of machine learning models. We highlight the
unique role that traditional modeling has played in providing
predictive insights into biological systems, and we propose
several avenues for bridging traditional dynamical systems
theory with large-scale analysis enabled by machine learning.
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Introduction: the limitations of large
mathematical models
The most informative biological models unify observations across scales. For example, the celebrated
HodgkineHuxley model of neural excitation comprises
a set of differential equations describing the coupled
dynamics of current, potential, and polarization within a
single neuron’s lipid bilayer [38]. Hodgkin and Huxley
www.sciencedirect.com

derived these equations from a first-principles analysis
that combined the theory of electrical circuits with
detailed anatomical study and measurements of squid
giant axons. In their model, detailed experiments
determined the form and parameters describing a single
neuronal unit, and when many such units are combined
together, their collective dynamics display the same
emergent properties as large-scale neural ensembles
(Figure 1). But while the HodgkineHuxley model was
developed and validated in this specific experimental
system, its legacy stems from its relevance to diverse
neurobiological problems d ranging from the beating of
cardiac myocytes, to alpha wave propagation in the
human thalamus [15,21]. Similar ‘bottom-up’ models
recur throughout systems biology d for example, the
LotkaeVolterra model of predatoreprey competition
may be scaled up to simulate entire multitrophic food
webs [17,33]; and the Goodwin model of negative
feedback in an enzymatic network may be extended to
describe large gene regulatory networks [19]. In these
cases, the structure of the model (equations) was
determined directly from experimental observations.
However, the bottom-up approach has a significant
limitation: while the individual terms in each dynamical
equation are usually well-justified and mechanistic,
precise measurements are often unavailable for every
parameter d such as rate constants and saturation
values describing interactions. Modelers instead resort
to imposing strong assumptions on the parameters
defining the model, such as by choosing parameters that
cause the model to exhibit the correct large-scale collective behavior as observed in data. In rare circumstances, mathematical analysis can be used to show that
the structure of the model yields properties that can be
tested experimentally. In general, the accuracy of these
parameter choices often remains untested.
Recent advances in machine learning challenge the
classical ‘bottom-up’ approach to biological modeling. In
the language of modern statistical learning, traditional
modeling consists of model selection (defining an equation via mechanistic studies), training (fitting rate constants and other parameters), and validation (prediction
and confirmation of biologically realistic dynamics). In
machine learning, however, large-scale observations
often serve as a starting point for analysis d all of the
complexities and peculiarities of the observed data are
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2020, 22:1–7
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Figure 1

Bottom-up versus top-down modeling. (a) In bottom-up models, experimental data are used to derive a model of single units (e.g. chemicals, neurons, and
species). Many units are coupled together, and the resulting collective dynamics are analyzed. (b) In top-down models, experimental measurements of
collective dynamics are measured directly and then fit to an empirical model (here, a time-evolving probability distribution). The parameters and properties
of the best-fit model (here, properties of the distribution) may then be analyzed and compared across timepoints or replicates.

visible to the model during training. Recently, ‘supervised’ learning has generated significant interest among
biologists due to remarkable advances in automating
laboratory tasks requiring manual annotation of data d
such as segmentation of cell images or classification of
mutations. From the perspective of understanding biological dynamics, however, we are particularly interested
in unsupervised learning, which seeks to identify structure
and patterns indirectly using unlabeled raw experimental
data (e.g. motif discovery).
Although many systems biology models blend aspects of
bottom-up and top-down modeling, we believe that this
dichotomy illustrates the potential power of modern
statistical and machine learning to generate fundamentally new insights into systems biology. We argue that
these techniques have the potential to work in tandem
with traditional mathematical modeling techniques,
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2020, 22:1–7

revealing emergent simplicity in seemingly complex
biological data sets.

Notions of time
Most classical models in systems biology are typically
expressed in terms of differential equations of time.
Given the initial state and input parameter values of a
system, these equations tell us how the state of the
system evolves over time. Machine learning models do
not have an inherent concept of time; therefore, an
auxiliary mapping between the model and time is
required for proper comparison between these approaches. There are several ways to account for this:
1) One can run classical models until they reach an
equilibrium state or end point and then compare
their input (initial conditions) and output (final
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state) to those achieved by machine learning
approaches.
2) Some machine learning techniques take the fulltime history of a system as an input for learning.
These can be used to identify and classify different
dynamical regimes within the time series, revealing
different persistent behaviors (such as attractors).
3) Recurrent neural networks are a type of artificial
neural network that explicitly include memory via an
internal state, making them well-suited to modeling
sequential data such as time series.
4) The individual layers of a deep neural network can be
considered as timepoints, in which case training the
network via backpropagation of gradients across
layers becomes equivalent to the classical adjoint
method for optimizing the parameters of an ordinary
differential equation d making it possible to define
networks with a continuous layer index [16].
Furthering this analogy, Pontryagin’s maximum principle (a concept from control theory) can be used to
improve training of strongly constrained models
[3,5].
Many linear mathematical models, or nonlinear mathematical models with small magnitude inputs, obey the
superposition property: the effect of an input at one
time is independent of the effect of an input at another
time. Such dynamics can readily be incorporated into a
machine learning model by introducing an appropriate
regularization, which is a constraint that guides learning
and deters overfitting. However, most mathematical
models of biological systems do not have this property,
and this distinction plays an important role in information processing in biological systems. For example,
consider the processing of inputs by a single biological
neuron. For inputs that balance excitation and inhibition, the most effective signal to generate firing is often
a growing sinusoid with a period matched to the resonant period of the neuron [19]. However, for primarily
inhibitory inputs, the most effective stimulus is a
postinhibitory rebound, or a sharp rise from inhibition.
Moreover, a single neuron can also show different stable
steady states (bistability) depending on its prior inputs.
For example, it can exhibit quiescence or repetitive
firing, and these states can persist until some other
signal is strong enough to perturb the system state.
Incorporating these properties into machine learning
models requires explicit constraints to be imposed
during training, whereas differential equation models
naturally and concisely capture these properties.

Reconstructing governing coordinates from
experimental data
Various techniques based on unsupervised dimensionality reduction and manifold learning offer a promising
application of machine learning to the problem of
www.sciencedirect.com
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learning dynamics from experimental data. For example,
researchers frequently record the simultaneous activity
of thousands of neurons, under the implicit hypothesis
that the dynamical variables necessary to model cognition may be reconstructed from these measurements
alone [46,35]. These methods extract independent,
low-dimensional governing coordinates from highdimensional measurements using heuristics such as
principal component analysis, which minimizes the
covariance among extracted coordinates, or more sophisticated variants based on isolating timescales or
recurring dynamical motifs [9]. Unsupervised learning
of dynamics has broad application to not only neural
recordings [35] but also to microbial ecology (Tikhonov
2017 [51]), organismal locomotion [23], and tracking
animal behavior [23, 27, 30]. When large amounts of
data are available, autoencoders (a type of neural
network) are a particularly flexible technique for unsupervised learning (Figure 2). These networks seek to
learn an identity function that maps the data onto itself,
subject to constraints on how the data is stored and
represented within the network. Autoencoders typically
compress high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional
‘latent’ space, and additional constraints (e.g. orthogonality, sparsity, continuity) may be introduced in order
to influence the representation of the data within the
latent space.
Similar techniques exist for classical biological models.
Even when models contain hundreds or thousands of
variables, a system may often be accurately reduced to a
low-dimensional system with variables that are
nonlinear combinations of the original system variables.
An example of this arises in mathematical models of
biological clocks, which contain many variables, but
which can often be reduced to a subsystem (manifold)
consisting of two variables [2]. However, such lowdimensional characterizations of the original system
have variables and parameters that can be very complicated combinations of the original system variables. If
one seeks biologically testable hypotheses about these
models (e.g. if protein X increases in concentration, will
protein Y increase as well?), the easiest path may be to
simulate the full original system, rather than to try to
determine this underlying smaller system.
Unsupervised learning can also be applied to the inverse
problem of dimensionality augmentation, for cases in
which the number of independent measurement channels is lower than that of a system’s underlying dynamics. For example, in an ecosystem comprising an
interacting predator and prey, it may be possible to trap
and measure only the predator’s dynamics d introducing the question of whether the dynamics of the
prey can be inferred from measurements of the predator
alone [44]. Similar ‘hidden variables’ occur in molecular
biology, in which time-resolved measurements of a
handful of fluorescent reporters are used to infer the
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2020, 22:1–7
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Figure 2

A schematic of an autoencoder, a type of neural network with two halves: an ‘encoder,’ which maps high-dimensional input data to a low-dimensional
‘latent’ space, and a ‘decoder,’ which maps the low-dimensional latent representation back to a high-dimensional reconstruction of the original input. The
two halves are connected and trained together, producing a network that effectively maps the input data onto itself, subject to constraints on the
dimensionality of the data’s representation within the latent space. After training, the decoder portion of the network may be set aside, and the encoder
portion may be used to map additional input data onto lower-dimensional latent variables.

properties of a many-component gene regulatory
network. In medical studies involving wearable sensors,
low-dimensional time series measurements of skin
conduction or accelerometer recordings are used to infer
a subject’s high-dimensional behavioral or physiological
state [48,49]. Classical techniques for learning additional measurements d collectively known as ‘empirical
dynamic modeling” or ‘state space reconstruction’ d
seek to use time series analysis to reconstruct the underlying state space or attractor of a system, allowing
insights into laboratory or ecological systems for which
observations are sparse [34,44]. Recently, deep neural
networks have been applied to this problem [32],
allowing the time series’ full history to be mined in order
to produce robust and consistent proxies for unobserved
dynamical variables.

Merging machine learning with dynamical
modeling
Recent studies have sought to combine large-scale
analysis facilitated by unsupervised learning with the
interpretability of low-dimensional dynamical systems
models. For example, in a recent study of freely
behaving mice, an autoencoder was trained on 128 x 128
pixel videos of a mouse undergoing a range of free behaviors [7]. This autoencoder extracted w10 latent
variables that were sufficient to describe the majority of
the mouse’s observed behavioral repertoire, and these
latent variables were then used as inputs for a model of
the mouse’s behavior as a stochastic dynamical system.
Another recent study builds upon previously developed
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mathematical models of human circadian timekeeping
and combines this analysis with machine learning to
infer sleep stages based on recordings from wearable
devices [48].
Symbolic regression seeks to fit differential equations
directly to observed data by drawing upon a dictionary of
candidate basis functions (such as polynomials or trigonometric functions) [40,39,6,1]. This technique has
been used to analyze problems ranging from interactions
in biochemical networks [42] to the outbreak dynamics
of infectious diseases [37] and the heat stimulus
response of Caenorhabditis elegans [43]. The choice and
size of this function dictionary acts as a prior for the
problem, with most methods seeking a balance between
accuracy and parsimony. However, models found by
symbolic regression are most revealing when the functions comprising the dictionary library have a mechanistic interpretation for the system under study. For
example, in systems governed primarily by mechanical
and geometric constraints (such as biomechanical systems), a best-fit differential equation model expressed
in terms of trigonometric functions can reveal subtle
mechanical symmetries and constraints [40]. Likewise,
using a dictionary of Hill functions in a symbolic
regression model of a large gene regulatory network reveals the presence of specific governing interaction
pathways and their rate laws [39]. However, for data sets
such as neural recordings, a readily interpretable dictionary of functions describing the problem may not
necessarily exist d limiting the applicability of symbolic
regression.
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For most biological systems, explicit but parsimonious
enumeration of the dynamics in terms of known basis
functions is likely impossible or computationally infeasible. These systems offer a promising platform for
recent efforts to construct numerical approximations of
time evolution operators, which computationally map an
observation at one timepoint to its values at later
timepoints [4,13,24,35]. These approaches have proven
particularly applicable to structural biology problems
such as protein folding, where they allow informative
coarse-grained models to be algorithmically extracted
from detailed molecular dynamics simulations [31,12].
These techniques are motivated by the general theoretical properties of nonlinear dynamical systems, which
are often difficult to analyze using traditional mathematical tools.
After fitting, numerical time evolution operators represent an empirical analogue of a differential equation
conditioned on the training data. For example, a recent
study used dynamic mode decomposition (a method
originally developed for fluid dynamics) to identify
transient resting states in a large data set comprising
fMRI readings of the human brain [41]. Unlike principal
component analysis or other dimensionality reduction
techniques, these methods associate dynamical motifs
with scales in both space and time, providing more
insight into spatiotemporal patterns than traditional
decomposition techniques such as Fourier transforms
[22]. Other recent applications of this technique have
been for behavior and gait quantification [28] and for
optimization of reporter placements for cell-state measurements [47]. While operator methods have not yet
become widespread within the synthetic and systems
biology communities, we anticipate that their strong
theoretical underpinnings and efficient numerical
implementations will facilitate their broad adoption.

Extrapolating predictions from limited data
A lingering question when applying unsupervised
learning to biological data is whether the appearance of
low-dimensional effective coordinates (and a dynamical
model defined on those coordinates) reveals any new
information about the system itself. Traditional firstprinciple models posit a hypothesis in their formulation: the choice of terms in the governing equation
represents a falsifiable theory of a system’s underlying
mechanism. But when low-dimensional coordinates are
discovered by unsupervised learning, the interpolative
nature of the resulting model represents a re-packaging
of the existing data, consistent with the constraints on
the particular learning algorithm.
A key question in machine learning is whether the training
data are sufficient to construct an accurate representation
of the system for inputs that strongly differ from those
encountered during training. In control theory, this is
www.sciencedirect.com
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called the identifiability of a mathematical model. Only in
select cases can this question be fully addressed. In a
recent development, certain types of mathematical
models can be shown to exhibit ‘completely determinable
dynamics,’ meaning that one recording of the system
suffices to determine the behavior of a system for all other
cases over a range of system states [18,19]. Thus, the
behavior of the system over a finite time (a onedimensional observation) determines the behavior over
a range of system states (having the same dimension as
the original system). However, not all systems have this
property d for example, chaotic systems exhibit very
different behavior for small changes in their state.
In dynamical systems theory, differential equation
models are often analyzed by determining their equilibrium points and then performing stability analysis of
the model at these fixed points. In machine learning, a
similar technique is saliency mapping, which calculates
the approximate derivative of a trained model’s outputs
with respect to its inputs [9]. This process identifies the
input features that most strongly determine the model’s
predictions. For example, in a recent study, a neural
network was trained to predict the crawling trajectories
of developing muscle cells (Kimmel et al., 2019 [50]).
Saliency maps were calculated for the trained model with
respect to the input time series, and the maps detected
unusual bouts of locomotion that distinguished different
cell types d thereby identifying qualitative traits that
microscopists could search for when observing cells.
Another common technique for analyzing differential
equation models is sensitivity analysis, which seeks to
determine how a model’s outputs change as the parameters describing individual terms in the model change.
For a machine learning model, a comparable technique is
ablation, in which single components are removed from a
trained model (such as architectural features of a neural
network) in order to identify which terms in the model
most strongly influence its accuracy [29].

Conclusion and outlook
We have shown diverse examples demonstrating the
ability of machine learning models to distill insights into
large-scale biological dynamics. Does the ability of unsupervised learning to identify low-dimensional coordinates in diverse biological systems suggest deeper
biological principles?
A counterintuitive result of the ever-larger-scale deployment of artificial neural networks is the observation that
many aspects of large models are surprisingly consistent
across different implementations and applications [45].
Despite having thousands, or even millions, of trainable
parameters, artificial neural networks often converge to
similar solutions across replicates, to the degree that their
training can sometimes be approximated by low-order
ordinary differential equations [10,11,36]. Such results
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2020, 22:1–7
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mirror the phenomenology of large-scale biological regulatory networks, which, despite comprising many interacting genes and proteins, often have a small set of
effective governing parameters d such as the kinetic
constants of a few rate-limiting reactions d that jointly
determine the system’s large-scale dynamics [8]. Similar
results are observed in large ecological communities, for
which isolated study of individual species d and thus
validated models of individual interactions d is difficult
to achieve [20]. In neuroscience, many theoretical and
experimental studies demonstrate cases in which thousands of interacting neurons collectively produce lowdimensional dynamics [15,19,14]. For example, by
applying an unsupervised learning algorithm based on
topological filtration, the spiking activity of thousands of
neurons in a mouse thalamus can be robustly mapped onto
a low-dimensional ‘attractor manifold’ encoding the
angular bearing of the animal’s head (Chaudhuri et al.,
2019 [52]). Intriguingly, direct comparison of neural activity in the visual system to activation patterns in trained
convolutional neural networks (the current state-of-theart technique for image analysis) suggest that artificial
and biological neural networks may even share common
hierarchical representation and organization of image information [26,25].
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